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Dragon’s Chance™ 

Marketing description 

Take the heat to new heights with the latest flaming-hot slot by BF Games! Bring good 

fortune to the all-new Dragon’s Chance reels for your chance to set Coin Scatters, Dragon 

Wilds and Free Spins aflame. 

 

Game description 

BF Games is bringing on the heat and taking it to levels never seen before in the latest 

Dragon’s Chance slot! This all-new oriental game is powered by a 5-reel, 3-row setup 

along with a whopping 243 ways to win and is drenched in fiery features to keep your 

gameplay as hot as can be. 

 

Dragon’s Chance is packed with magical Coin Scatters, that can appear on all reels. If 

you manage to land three or more Scatter symbols on adjacent reels, you’ve got 

yourself a Bonus Game in the bag! When this is triggered, you will be able to choose 

one out of five available sets with a varying number of Free Spins. The Dragon Wild 

symbols’ multipliers are randomly awarded throughout the Free Spins rounds. What are 

these Dragon Wild symbols, you may ask? Dragon Wilds are multicoloured symbols 

that can only appear on the middle three reels and substitute for all other symbols 

except for Scatters!  

 

Luckily, the Bonus Game can be retriggered if three more Scatters appear on the reels 

during the Free Spins rounds. Each and every Bonus Game is accumulated and played 

out consecutively after each other. To top it all off, if the envelope symbol appears 
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during the Free Spins round, you will get to snag a bet multiplier bonus, which is a 

random multiplier between 2x and 50x your bet! 

Is luck not on your side? If you set the Extra Chance feature to ‘ON’, you will earn five 

more Free Spins for each Bonus Game that is won or retriggered. The only cost for this 

is 20% of your current bet stake, but it could be the start of an adventure to fortunes! 

Ready to put the heat to the test? Take the magic to the Dragon’s Chance reels and 

relish in some of the greatest gameplay action around! 

 

Game phrases 

• Ready to put the heat to the test? 

• Take the heat to new heights with the latest flaming-hot slot by BF Games! 

• Set the newest Dragon’s Chance reels aflame! 

• This all-new oriental game is powered by a 5-reel, 3-row setup along with a 

whopping 243 ways to win and is drenched in fiery features to keep your 

gameplay as hot as can be. 

• Take the magic to the Dragon’s Chance reels and relish in some of the greatest 

gameplay action around!  

• BF Games is bringing on the heat and taking it to levels never seen before in the 

latest Dragon’s Chance slot! 


